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Abstract
We propose a description language for formalising the “Rules of the Road” (e.g.,
the UK Highway Code). By way of example, we represent the subset of the High-
way Code responsible for road junctions and represent these Rules of the Road
using linear temporal logic, LTL. Our aim is to “extract” from this generic rep-
resentation a set of beliefs, goals and plans that can be used by a BDI agent to
augment its universal autonomous vehicle control (e.g., route planning, and ob-
stacle avoidance capabilities) with region-specific rules for road use. We intend
to target the GWENDOLEN agent programming language as a prototype for this
system, which provides formal verification possibilities.
Introduction
Research into the development of autonomous vehicles is popular, including research
into the rational agent-based control of these vehicles. We focus here on one aspect
of this: are these agent-based autonomous systems ready to adopt different kinds of
highway code? For instance, imagine that an autonomous vehicle is sold in the UK and
configured to drive on UK roads, however, if it crosses the channel it will be suddenly
driving on French roads. If we have a rational agent controlling the car, it would be
desirable if this agent could easily adopt a new set of rules according to the local Rules
of the Road. With this in mind, we aim to create a simple formal language in which
region-specific Rules of the Road can be described. This language uses temporal logic
operators and actions. As an initial example, we consider a subset of the Rules of the
Road for a single region: the road junction rules for the UK Highway code [3].
Our aim is to translate the simple description into beliefs, goals and plans in the
GWENDOLEN rational agent programming language [1]. In particular we aim to show
how these new components can integrate with an existing GWENDOLEN program for
generic Autonomous Vehicle (AV) control. That is, given a GWENDOLEN agent that
represents the behaviour of an Autonomous Vehicle (AV) and consequently has beliefs,
goals and plans which have been (previously) designed and verified for driving, avoid-
ing obstacles, detecting pedestrians and traffic signs and so on, we intend to add an
additional set of beliefs, goals and plans to the AV’s agent. With this new set (“ex-
tracted” from the Rules of the Road), the AV agent is not only able to drive, avoid
obstacles, etc but also can also follow the guidelines that have been described in the
Rules of the Road language.
Formalisation of the Rules of the Road
In the UK Highway code there are 14 rules which deal with road junctions. These cover
behaviour for junctions, box junctions, dual carriageways, and so on. For example, rule
170 describes how a driver should (safely) enter a road junction. One of its conditions
says: “you should watch out for pedestrians crossing the road”.
Rule 170 is formalised with in our language using LTL operators [5], objects and
actions. The objects are Pedestrian (i.e. a road-user) and junction, while the action
is watch. Moreover, we have an intention to: “safely enter a junction”.
This rule fragment is represented in our language as:
1
 (watch(AV,junction,road-user) ∪
check(cross(road-user,junction))=False)→ ♦ (enter(AV,junction))
That is, it is always the case the AV should watch out for road users at a road junction
until there is no road user crossing the junction. Then, the AV will eventually enter the
junction. From this type of formula, we will extract: i. two new Plans with the actions
watch and check-for-crossing, which are applicable when there is a Belief that
there exists a road-user at the junction; and ii. a new Goal to “safely enter a
junction”, which will be triggered by a new Belief (i.e., there is no road-user). These
plans should be passed to the GWENDOLEN agent for use.
Final Remarks
In previous work [4], we have implemented and verified some properties concerning
basic driving capabilities of a rational agent represented as an AV. In [7] the “rules of
the air” were defined in a GWENDOLEN agent and also formally verified. Moreover,
the authors in [6] have formalised traffic rules using Isabelle theorem prover. In our
approach we intend to formalise the rules of the road separately from the GWENDOLEN
agent and consequently devise a system capable of adopting region-specific rules.
Furthermore, once we have incorporated our new beliefs, goals and plans into a
GWENDOLEN agent we aim to use model checking techniques via the MCAPL (Model
Checking Agent Programming Languages) framework [2], in order to verify whether
the modified AV agent will actually follow the guidelines from the Rules of the Road.
The MCAPL framework has a property specification language based on LTL and so our
intention is to use the rules expressed in our abstract language directly as a specification
and then verify that the extracted GWENDOLEN plans, combined with the agent’s pre-
existing plans, are correct.
As further work we intend to consider a larger set of rules from the UK Highway
code and include other regional Highway codes, e.g. Portuguese, and Brazilian codes.
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